Portal-Rodeo gardens - June 2022
This is a place for you to share anything you like about your garden. Successes, failures,
questions, ideas, whatever!
Just type right here and paste in pictures if you like. Include your name (and approximate
location if you like) so we know who is sharing what. And if you have questions for folks, you
can add those in too. If this doesn’t work for you, you can email Karen and she’ll add it.
Thanks to Kim for this idea! Let her or Karen know if you like this format, and we’ll do it again if
so.

Karen and Brad’s garden notes (from the flats near Horseshoe Canyon)
What we're doing now: We had a good spring crop of asparagus, greens, and fava beans. The
garlic are ready to be harvested now, and other than that we are just waiting for rain! It’s been
very hot. From past experience, I know it’s better to wait until the rains to plant summer
crops....but I am not that patient so I always end up planting before then.
As it’s gotten hotter, the birds, rodents, and other critters are getting into all the spaces I water,
scratching up seeds, eating seedlings, and generally being pests! Some things I do to counter
that are covering things with row cover (I LOVE row cover), putting things in rings (cut off
buckets), and putting hardware cloth cages over things. Here’s what that looks like:

[UPDATE: Since the rains, this bed is now full of green goodness!]

I’m anxious to see this bloom open. I think it came from a “wildflowers of Arizona” mix, and I
don’t know what it is! Any ideas?

And here it is:

What I'd like to try in the future: I have a friend who uses "nurse plants'' in their garden (a
permaculture idea). The idea is that they create shade and hold moisture for smaller understory
plants. The implementation I saw of this was big mesquites growing right in the middle of the
garden, something I never would have thought of before. As I thought about it, I have some
large Spanish lavender that has provided nice shade for other plants below it. I'd like to try some
larger implementations of this in my hedgerow, which has heretofore not really taken off.
Helen Snyder here - nothing but herbs and ornamental/flowers growing right now but I’m going
to be starting Winter Sweet squash and several others, plus maybe Minnesota Midget
cantaloupe (bred for northern climates but does great here). I grew parsley over the winter for
the black swallowtails and sure enough, I have some eating their way through my too-small
collection of parsley pots! I need a freshly-pulled carrot or two with tops on!

I have i’itoi bulbs to share. These come from the Tohono O’odam and are part of their origin
story in the Baboquivaris. They may have been brought by the Jesuits, too. They grow fast all
winter and multiply, then about once a year the chive-like tops all die back and you can dig up

and separate out the little bulbs which are now packed together in the pot. I like these
mini-onion bulbs as they taste like shallots and they keep a very long time sitting in the kitchen
in a cup, out of the pot till you re-plant or cook them. The bulbs are about 3/4” by ⅜” but pack a
lot of flavor.
__________________________________________________________________
From Jeannine Grzesiak, Mi Casita Ln., Portal:
“Hello: I asked that my name be put on this email list a few years ago but I never went to any of
the meetings. I'm not sure I qualify to comment as I will use any seeds or plants that are out
there. My brother recently visited us and asked why I didn't grow native plants. I showed him my
native plants from Australia and my native plants from China and Mexico. He wasn't amused.
So, I'm guilty of not being a purist. I love all plants. My husband and I moved here about 7 1/2
years ago and have previously lived in several states from eastern U.S. to western U.S. and the
middle of the country. Each place was a challenge to start a garden. I couldn't even grow a
radish when I first got here. But I know, for me, it takes about a year to figure out what works.
Here, I get my best results with container gardening as the pictures attached will show. Thanks
for letting me share my garden with you.”
_________________________________________________________________
Kim Goodwin here. Hi All! It’s July now, so we have a nice progression to share.
This has been an amazing gardening year with these incredible early monsoons.
Back when it was still dry we were beginning able to install a water storage tank with a gravity
drip system for one of our fenced gardens. This is a game changer for me! I’ve never had drip
irrigation in a food garden before. Hours of my life are freed up. Also, here in the desert I found
that plants germinated and of course grow a lot better if they have consistent moisture.
I wrote a simple guide for how to do it - a list of parts, links for where to get them, and the order
of installation for both a gravity (low pressure) drip system, or a pressurized one. So far, two
friends have used the guide and said it was very helpful for them. I’m happy to share if anyone
wants to do it, plus you can see our set up in person. That explains so much.
Trey and I garden using permaculture principles. We started this back in Oregon, after I had
already gardened using tilling for 12 years. 12 years of tilling on a very difficult site enabled me
to see the benefits of no-till and permaculture, and when Trey and I married (in other words, I
finally had some help with labor!) we switched to permaculture and never looked back. Our
successes literally grew and grew.
So our gardens are no-till, with permanent plantings of perennials herbs, flowers and food
plants. We then intersperse annuals herbs, flowers and food plants. We have one fenced
garden we started last year, and a second fenced garden we started this year. I’ll call them #1
and #2.

Garden #1 Our first harvests of this year were in late winter/early spring, around late Feb. It
produced wonderful daikon radishes, overwintered regular radishes, red mustard and loads of
spring onions, cilantro and parsley. Those all had been planted in fall. The daikon, red mustard,
turnips and kale grown over the winter produced a lot of seed this spring. Potato onions are in
full seed now (July) and garlic chives are blooming and elephant garlic is dormant.
The daikons were incredible, so juicy and sweet. That was my first time growing them. I will find
it hard to eat one from a store again, but that’s the consequence of gardening, isn’t it? :-)
This is garden #1 in May. There were about 18 species of plants blooming in that garden then.
We were eating daylilies, cilantro, parsley, onions (green and sweet bulb), peas, and lots of
other herbs. We grew two types of sweet onions this winter from seed planted in fall. Unzen
Flat sweet onion was the earliest, dug as dry bulbs May 16. Texas Grano took a little longer
which was nice, as we still have enough in the fridge to likely last the summer. We will definitely
do both again, as we eat loads of onions and staggered production is great! The Unzen Flat
onion was very tasty and has huge thick rings. If you like fried onion rings, that would be the one
to grow. From about 200 onion plants put in total, we harvested about half fresh over spring and
the rest as dry bulbs. That left us with enough to get through most the summer, I’m hoping!

Garden #1 from another angle May 22nd. Peas, beans, and grapes on trellis, along with flowers.

In the newest garden, garden #2, in May we were finishing more radishes (grown in spring) and
eating Asian greens, while broccoli was beginning to head. We had a volunteer tomato in our
greenhouse that produced some tomatoes in May. That was Thessaloniki, for any who are
curious. We also had a few bell peppers from plants we keep in the greenhouse.

The broccoli was Gypsy, a heat tolerant hybrid. We also have De Cicco in, a heat tolerant
heirloom, but it won't bloom until fall, I believe.

Gypsy did really well. The first head was about 6in across at harvest. Surprisingly, it then
pumped out huge side sprouts - most the same size as the original heads. Those below are only
a couple of the side sprouts; there were 5 on the strongest plant! That pic below is from July 9th.

Fast forwarding. Garden #1 now is producing green beans, long beans, a few tomatoes, many
types of peppers, peas still -to my shock -(Cascadia), basil and other herbs both medicinal and
culinary. Hidden in there and not yet ready are okra, zucchini, butternut, moringa and
sunchokes. This garden is being transitioned into lower maintenance perennial fruits, herbs and
native and non-native flowers that will attract butterflies and birds, as we intend to turn this
property into an Airbnb after we finish building our house.

In garden #2, created this year and still a work in progress….we currently have 18 types of
edible perennials planted, including the perennial vegetable plants like leeks, chufa, artichoke,
cardoon, tronchuda kale/Portuguese cabbage. Some of the perennials take longer to produce,

like the tree and shrub plants, though the blackberries surprised us with some luscious berries
this year! This garden currently has the aforementioned broccoli, plus cucumbers, butternut,
tomatoes, eggplant, sweet potatoes, melons, basil, amaranth, peppers, and another mix of
medicinal and culinary herbs. Plus flowers for good pollinator and bug predator attraction. I grow
carrot top stubs from carrots we eat, just for this purpose. They bloom early and attract tons of
lacewings, wasps, and predatory flies. I plant them in early February for this use.

Some of the varieties of plants we are really loving this year and from past desert years:
Below are Southern Exposure Seed Exchange’s easter egg radish mix. In Oregon, I could not
grow radishes. They didn’t like the heavy clay or my coastal mountain weather and bolted very
time I tried them. I never grew a good radish until moving to the desert. These have done very

well for us now for 4 planting years and staggered fall-spring plantings. From an early spring
planting they have been tasty and firm up to ping-pong ball size.
I’ve now tried 5 other spring radishes (including one other mix) as comparisons and the SESE
easter egg radish mix is by far the best. Look at the size of the radish compared to the leafy
portion! I grow intentionally low nitrogen and with minimal inputs (this is a growing method that
reduces pest pressure, but your plants grow a little bit slower at times, they also produce less
leafy growth initially). However, I grow all the radishes this way - these were far superior.
https://www.southernexposure.com/products/easter-egg-radish/
The taste is great (sweet, some mild spice and juicy/crisp), they are fast growers, and I’ve grown
them from Nov- June in both plain outdoor conditions and in the winter greenhouse. This below
is an outdoor harvest from January this year. The top growth looked so minimal, thank
goodness I checked the roots because they were ready! We do eat top growth on radish that’s our primary cold weather green - but we get enough tops from other forms of radish with
naturally large leaves like Daikon. This little radish below fits a lot in very small spaces, grew
well in companion with other plants and is out producing all the others I’m trying thus far.

Next great variety- the Gypsy broc did surprisingly well. I’m trialing a different heat tolerant
hybrid for fall harvest this year, and that will get compared directly with the heirloom De Cicco.
But in the next pic is deep purple Opal basil in the foreground. My gosh it’s gorgeous. I love, and
prefer, edible ornamentals, and this one is stunning. Looks great against the teal green Gypsy.
Also in this picture in the background is a flower I’ve not grown before - Ageratum. This is the
variety that is a Texas wildflower. It seems to need a bit more water than wildflowers here, and
so it fits in well when tucked into the garden among food plants. That patch in the back is being
used to shade the 1st year raspberry plantings I was given by a friend here.

This friend grows loads of raspberries under a big tree in only early morning sun, so I realized
they wouldn't likely survive my very sunny site without some help. This side of the garden gets
total western shade from the garage on the left, but it cooks until about 3pm - so not nearly as
much shade as my friend’s luscious raspberries get under their tree. The ageratum filled in fast
and shades the ground excellently. And the flowers attract a lot of lovely butterflies.

Trey and I love kohlrabi. Leaving Oregon, we have not seen a kohlrabi in a store since! I guess
they aren’t a big thing outside of the PNW… So I started growing them and discovered that
they are probably the most heat tolerant brassica next to perennial arugula or maybe Tuscan
kale. They are also cold tolerant, but winter will trigger flowering so you have to time it well.
They make lovely greens like kale or collards, but the most delicious part is the sweet and crisp
bulb. It’s sort of like the inside of a broccoli stem. We make slaw out of the bulb, or just eat it as
a snack. It’s two things in one, the wonderfully efficient “cabbage-turnip”. Thank you German
gardeners or whomever developed these!
Another lovely discovery - Aji “chinchi” Amarillo peppers.
https://www.southernexposure.com/products/aji-chinchi-amarillo-hot-pepper/
I bought these from SESE, as well. They are very early, a special early strain of Aji pepper. It’s a
beautiful little perennial (if you keep it from freezing) pepper that is eaten in Peruvian cooking.
It’s a spice pepper, which means it has a strong, specific flavor and is used for flavoring dishes
in small amounts. In Peru it’s made into a paste/sauce (salsa) that then used as a table
condiment or flavoring in any meal.

The taste is fruity and this specific variety is only mildly hot if you remove the seeds and
membrane. It’s been so tasty in dishes like omelettes with lots of fresh basil. We will dig these
plants up and bring them in the house, they are so lovely. It’s a Capsicum baccatum species, so
it can’t likely cross with most of the peppers people grow. In the bowl are kohlrabi, broccoli, aji
peppers, basils, and rattlesnake pole beans - another favorite since moving to the desert.

The last variety plug I’m going to give are for Cascadia peas. They are still producing, much to
my astonishment. That monsoon season really gave them a boost. This is a favorite Oregon
variety and I didn’t have the highest hopes. Then it turned out very durable! Literally.
Windstorms didn’t bother it, it held through those early high heats, and the leaf-cutter bees
ignored it (while they totally decimated our Green Beauty peas).
These are on southern exposure trellis under nurse plants so that the ground beneath the peas
is always shaded. See below right for the density. They have been producing since May. Next
year we’re planning to trial Cascadia and Sugar Ann (dwarf that did well here) against two types
of hypertendril peas. Hypertendril peas naturally have fewer leaves as they photosynthesize on
tendrils instead or as well. Seems like good competitors in the land of the leaf-cutter bee!

